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81ooting is continuing in Kigali. The R=F controls the hills above the dty and the North and
North-West of the country. They control the town of Byumba in the North. The R3F (!=Wanda
Government Forces) control the North-East and the 8:>uth. A representative of Mededns
sans frontiers (Ms=) which had been taking care of a hospital in the southern town of But are
visited the S:R"esident. 8:>1diersof the R2F and of the R-esidential G.Jard recently entered
there, murdered all the FWandan personnel of the hospital, then returned and murdered
all the patients. According to the Ms= representative, his organization never experienced
anything of the sort, anywhere.
The meeting in Arusha did-didn't take place: the R=F deputy didn't have the mandate to
negotiate anything with govt representatives. l-ie did, however, announce a unilateral ceasefire which the R=Fwill dedare at midnight local time, 25 April. However, whether the R=F
will extend it, will depend on conditions (which Glarekhan did not spedfy).
Note: This situation leaves the S:quite perplexed, also because the FWandan sits there,
albeit usually silently. A dear genodde is taking place, of the governmental and presidentialguard Hutu units against the Tutsi. No matter how one considers the numbers, there used to
be some 1.2 million Tutsi beforethewar and certainly 100,000 of them have been killed off.
The regional organization (OA.U) looks at the situation from the point of view of the country's
stability or possibly of the legitimacy of the government: it is striving for a ceaS&fire, holds
both parties on the same level. Is this not as though we wanted Hitler to reach a ceaS&fire
with the J::?ws? (8Jrethe comparison is wanting but the proportions are the same.)
The C2 Delegation will talk to some colleagues from among the " non-non" , to see whether
we couldn't react in some other way than by withdrawing UNAM IR, of which only 450 men
remain in the country.

